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ABSTRACT

We compared the background discharge of vestibular
nerve afferents in barbiturate-anesthetized and un-
anesthetized, decerebrate chinchillas. Based on their
interspike-interval statistics, units were categorized as
regular, intermediate, or irregular. Background dis-
charge rates were higher in irregular units from
decerebrates compared to anesthetized preparations;
no such difference was observed for regular or
intermediate units. Large fluctuations in discharge
rate were confined to intermediate and irregular
units in decerebrates, but were not seen at all in
anesthetized animals. The most prominent examples
of fluctuations consisted of oscillations with periods
exceeding 500 s and peak-to-peak amplitudes as large
as 300 spikes/s. Several observations show that the
fluctuations are mediated by the efferent vestibular
system (EVS): (1) they are abolished when the
vestibular nerve is cut proximal to the recording
electrode; (2) their amplitude is correlated with the
size of efferent-mediated rotational responses in
individual units; and (3) they occur even when vital
signs are stable. Previous studies had provided
evidence that the EVS involves positive feedback:
vestibular nerve afferents and EVS neurons excite
one another. To study how oscillations could be
produced, we developed a nonlinear model of
positive feedback in which afferent feed-forward
discharge was nonlinearly related to its inputs from
hair cells and the EVS, while these inputs declined
(adapted) as discharge was prolonged. Provided that

the gain of the efferent feedback loop was sufficiently
large, the model showed oscillations similar to those
observed experimentally. Although large fluctuations
in afferent discharge are unlikely to occur under
physiological circumstances, positive feedback may
be a normal feature that can amplify the influence of
the EVS.
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INTRODUCTION

With few exceptions, hair-cell organs are provided
with an efferent innervation arising in the brain stem
(Meredith 1988; Lysakowski and Goldberg 2004). In
auditory, vibratory, and lateral line organs, efferent
activation inhibits afferent transmission (for review,
see Goldberg et al. 1999). Efferent responses are
more heterogeneous in the vestibular organs of frogs
(Rossi et al. 1980), turtles (Brichta and Goldberg
2000), and birds (Dickman and Correia 1993) with
some afferents being excited, whereas others are
inhibited. In mammals (Goldberg and Fernández
1980; McCue and Guinan 1994; Marlinski et al. 2004)
and in the toadfish (Boyle and Highstein 1990),
afferents are almost invariably excited by efferent
activation.

Most of the aforementioned studies relied on
electrical stimulation of efferent pathways. Knowl-
edge of afferent responses to electrical stimulation of
the efferent vestibular system (EVS) provides a
context for thinking about the function of efferent
control. But an understanding of efferent function
also requires familiarity with the response properties
of EVS neurons and/or with the efferent modifica-
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tion of afferent discharge under conditions more
physiological than provided by electrical stimulation.
In lower vertebrates, efferent neurons receive a
convergent input from several vestibular organs
bilaterally (Schmidt 1963; Gleisner and Henriksson
1964) and are excited by rotations in either direc-
tion (Precht et al. 1971; Blanks and Precht 1976;
Hartmann and Klinke 1980). Such bidirectionally
excitatory (type III) rotational responses may be
contrasted with conventional type I afferent responses
in which rotations in one direction increase discharge,
whereas those in the opposite direction decrease it
(Goldberg and Fernández 1971; Precht et al. 1971).
Efferent neurons in lower vertebrates also respond
to somatosensory inputs (Gleisner and Henriksson
1964; Precht et al. 1971; Blanks and Precht 1976;
Hartmann and Klinke 1980; Tricas and Highstein
1991) and to changes in behavioral state (Highstein
and Baker 1985; Tricas and Highstein 1991).

Efferent modification of afferent discharge in
response to vestibular stimulation has been studied
in frogs (Myers et al. 1997) and pigeons (Dickman
and Correia 1993). In the chinchilla, efferent-medi-
ated responses to head rotations were isolated after
first nulling conventional afferent responses (Plotnik
et al. 2002). Responses were excitatory for both
rotation directions, were considerably larger in de-
cerebrate than in anesthetized preparations, and
required relatively large angular velocities. Both canal
and otolith units responded similarly. In addition to
their being exclusively excitatory, the responses
resembled those obtained with electrical stimulation
of efferent pathways in including fast and slow
components and in being larger in irregularly
discharging than in regularly discharging units. At
the same time, efferent-mediated responses to even
large rotations were much smaller than conventional
afferent rotational responses (Plotnik et al. 1999) or
the responses obtained by electrical stimulation of
the EVS (Goldberg and Fernández 1980; McCue and
Guinan 1994; Marlinski et al. 2004).

While studying efferent-mediated afferent re-
sponses in unanesthetized, decerebrate preparations,
we observed fluctuations in the background dis-
charge of irregular units that were much larger than
those seen in barbiturate-anesthetized preparations.
In the most striking examples, there were slow,
periodic oscillations in discharge rate resembling
limit cycles. In this paper, we compare the fluctua-
tions seen in anesthetized and unanesthetized, de-
cerebrate preparations to show that the large, slow
fluctuations observed in irregular afferents in decere-
brates are efferent-mediated, and use a nonlinear
model to show that the fluctuations can be explained
as a consequence of positive feedback loops between
afferent and efferent neurons. Although not ob-

served in alert, behaving animals (Keller 1976; Louie
and Kimm 1976), such fluctuations reveal mecha-
nisms of potential physiological interest.

METHODS

Decerebrate preparations

Chinchillas of either sex and weighing 400–600 g
were injected with atropine sulfate (0.10 mg/kg, i.m.)
and then anesthetized by inhalation of 2% isoflurane
mixed with room air. Body temperature was main-
tained at 36–38-C. The animal was fixed in a head
holder. A craniotomy exposed the posterior part of
the occipital cortex, which was aspirated to reveal the
inferior and superior colliculi. The brain stem was
completely transected by suction at an intercollicular
level. Anesthesia was discontinued. The superior
branch of the left VIIIth nerve was exposed by an
extracranial approach (Baird et al. 1988). A record-
ing chamber was cemented to the skull. Electrical
stimulating electrodes were implanted on the round
window and in the floor of the middle ear on each
side. In some animals, a blood pressure monitor
(Model SRP-671, Millar Instruments, Houston, TX,
USA) was inserted into the femoral artery. All
procedures were approved by the Institutional Ani-
mal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the
University of Chicago.

Anesthetized preparations

Following atropine injection, animals were anesthe-
tized with a solution of 10% 5,5 diallybarbituric acid,
40% urethane, and 40% monoethyl urea injected
intraperitoneally (0.3 ml/kg body weight). Addition-
al doses were given as needed to reach and maintain
a surgical level of anesthesia. The left vestibular nerve
was exposed and ear electrodes were implanted as in
decerebrate preparations.

Physiological testing

The animal was placed on a superstructure attached
to a velocity servomotor (Inland model 823). It was
possible to pivot the superstructure about pitch, roll,
and yaw axes, and to slide it on guide rails so that the
animal’s head could be centered over the rotation
axis. In decerebrates, recordings began no sooner
than 3 hours after anesthesia was discontinued.

Micropipettes (15–30 MW) were filled with 3 M
NaCl and were advanced into the vestibular nerve by
a manual microdrive attached to the recording
chamber. Signals were amplified 100� with a nega-
tive capacitance amplifier mounted near the animal
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(Biomedical Engineering, Thornwood, NY, USA).
The output of the amplifier and other signals were
passed through slip rings. Experiments and data
collection were controlled by custom programs run
on a 386 computer or, in some later experiments, by
scripts programmed for a Micro1401 interface (Cam-
bridge Electronics, Cambridge, UK).

Once an afferent was isolated, a series of manual
rotations and tilts were used to determine which
organ it innervated (Goldberg and Fernández 1975).
As recordings were confined to the superior vestibu-
lar nerve, no posterior canal (PC) afferents were en-
countered. Rotation-sensitive units innervated either
the horizontal canal (HC) or the superior canal (SC).
Units responding to tilts, but not to rotations, were
classified as otolith (OTO) units. Consistent with
their location in the superior nerve, the great ma-
jority of OTO afferents responded in opposite ways
to oppositely directed pitches and rolls about an
upright (zero-tilt) head position (Fernández and
Goldberg 1976).

Efferent-mediated rotational responses were stud-
ied in canal afferents with the animal’s head first
tilted to a so-called Bnull^ position with the canal
approximately orthogonal to the plane of motion
(Plotnik et al. 2002). The position was adjusted to
minimize conventional responses to small amplitude
(G40-/s) head rotations. For OTO units, we used the
zero-tilt position. Centering the ipsilateral ear over
the rotation axis minimized linear forces. Samples of
background discharge of 5-s duration were collected
in the zero-tilt position and used to calculate a
normalized coefficient of variation (cv*), appropriate
to a mean interval of 15 ms. In a few units with low
rates, ipsilateral cathodal currents were used to
elevate the discharge into the normalization range
of 8–100 ms (Baird et al. 1988). Units were classified
as regular (cv*G 0.05), intermediate (cv* between
0.05 and 0.20), or irregular (cv* 9 0.20).

While the animal was maintained in a null position,
velocity trapezoids with 2-s ramps and a 2-s plateau at a
peak velocity of 320-/s were presented separately in
the clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW)
directions. As has been previously described (Plotnik
et al. 2002), efferent-mediated responses were type
III, i.e., excitatory for both rotation directions. An
example of a type III response in a decerebrate
preparation is shown in Figure 1. To quantify efferent
control, the responses during the 2-s plateau were
averaged for the two rotation directions.

After type III responses were recorded, the animal
was placed in an upright position, and samples of
background discharge were collected. To be included
in the study, a unit had to be held in this position
for at least 5 min. For each unit, fluctuations were
measured as the difference between the maximum
and minimum background rates.

In five decerebrate preparations, the ipsilateral ves-
tibular nerve was acutely sectioned. This was accom-
plished by removing the bone over the ansiform
lobule of the cerebellum. Following recordings from
several afferents, the dura was removed and a blunt
knife was passed through the cerebellum and into the
VIIIth nerve. Several units were recorded postsection.
After the experiment, the animal was transcardially
perfused with a 2.5% paraformaldehyde–2.5% glutar-
aldehyde solution in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. Serial
sections (40 mm) of the cerebellum, the brain stem,
and the vestibular nerve were stained with 1% neutral
red and examined microscopically. A review of the
sections indicated that the vestibular nerve was
completely sectioned in all five cases.

Unless otherwise stated, results are expressed as
means T SEM, and two-tailed t-tests, corrected when
necessary for unequal variances, were run in Micro-
soft Excel to test for between-group differences.
Regressions were calculated in Igor Pro (Wave
Metrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA).

FIG. 1. Responses (discharge rate � background rate) in response to (A) counterclockwise (CCW) and (B) clockwise (CW) rotations, 320-/s in
the horizontal plane, for an irregular otolith afferent (cv* = 0.32) from a decerebrate preparation. Velocity profiles are below each trace and
directions are as viewed from above. Both rotations gave excitatory responses, which are averaged in (C).
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Nonlinear model of background fluctuations

A nonlinear model was used to explore the etiology
of large fluctuations in background discharge. The
model consists of three variables: afferent excitation
(x) with instantaneous dynamics, efferent input (z),
and adaptation (y) (Fig. 2).

The relation between x and z is determined by a
positive feedback loop, and that between x and y
is modeled by a negative feedback loop. Afferent
response (X, discharge rate minus background dis-
charge) is governed by the nonlinear, Michaelis–
Mentin equation

X ¼ M xð Þ ¼ r MAXx

x1=2 þ xj j ð1Þ

for both excitatory (x 9 0) and inhibitory (x G 0)
inputs. x1/2 9 0 is the excitatory input leading to a
half-maximal response. The absolute value, ªxª, in the
denominator makes M an odd function of x, i.e.,
M(x) = �M(�x). The function is linear for small
inputs, ªxª GG x1/2, but starts saturating as ªxª
increases, eventually reaching ªrMAXª for ªxª 99 x1/2.
Discharge (D) is set to the sum of X and a resting
discharge, R0. D is set to zero when X G �R0.

Afferent excitation is a weighted sum

x ¼ xAFF � gAy þ gEz ð2Þ

where xAFF is the input from hair cells; gA and gE are
the gains of the adaptation and efferent loops, re-
spectively. The dynamic equations for y and z are

dy=dt ¼ 1=�Að Þ �y þ Xð Þ ð3Þ

and

dz=dt ¼ 1=�Eð Þ �z þ Xð Þ ð4Þ

where �A and �E are time constants. The last two
equations were solved numerically by a fourth-order
Runge–Kutta algorithm (Press et al. 1992) and their
values substituted into Eq. 2. Large negative values
of z imply that the efferent loop makes a large con-
tribution to R0. To keep the contribution consistent
with experimental findings, we did not allow z to
become more negative than a fixed value (zMIN).

To determine effective time constants of y or z,
we can remove the other process and linearize the
afferent response (X = x). Under these circumstan-
ces, the adaptation loop transforms the afferent re-
sponse to a unit step input (xAff = 1, t Q 0) according
to

x ¼ 1� gA

gA þ 1
1� exp �t gA þ 1ð Þ=�A½ �f g ð5Þ

The response declines exponentially with an effective
time constant, �A/(gA + 1), to a steady-state value,
1/(gA + 1). Eliminating adaptation and linearizing
afferent discharge leads to the step response

x ¼ 1

gE � 1
gE exp t gE � 1ð Þ=�E½ � � 1f g ð6Þ

a response that grows exponentially without limit
when gE 9 1 and more modestly when gE G 1. The
effective efferent time constant is �E/(gE � 1).

RESULTS

Findings are based on 126 units (32 SC, 53 HC, and
41 OTO) in unanesthetized, decerebrate prepara-
tions and 116 units (22 SC, 63 HC, and 31 OTO) in
barbiturate-anesthetized animals. For a unit to be
included in the study, its background discharge had
to be recorded for at least 5 min in the zero-tilt
position. Efferent-mediated, type III rotation re-
sponses were examined in a subset of the two sam-
ples, 33 units (13 SC, 5 HC, and 15 OTO) in
decerebrates and 34 units (15 SC, 3 HC, and 16
OTO) under anesthesia. The paucity of HC units in
the latter two samples is explained by the difficulty of
holding onto units during large tilts. For HC units,
the animal had to be tilted by 90- from the zero-tilt
position to measure rotation responses in the null
position and then tilted back to measure the back-
ground discharge. For SC and OTO units, all testing
was performed in the zero-tilt position. There were
no obvious differences between units innervating
different organs in the magnitudes of their type III

FIG. 2. A nonlinear model consisting of afferent excitation (x), the
sum of a hair-cell input (xAff) and the outputs of a negative feedback
(adaptation) loop (gAy) with dynamics A(X) (Eq. 3), and an efferent
positive feedback loop (gEz) with dynamics E(X) (Eq. 4). Afferent
excitation is passed through a nonlinear function, X = M(x) (Eq. 1),
before providing the input to the two feedback loops. gA and gE are
the loop gains. Two additional mechanisms, descending inhibition
and central adaptation, can increase the stability of the model.
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responses or in the fluctuations or average values of
their background discharge.

Fluctuations in background discharge

Irregular units in decerebrate animals could show
large fluctuations in their background discharge in
the absence of overt vestibular stimulation. Figure 3A
includes three examples encountered in different
animals. Unit A1 showed large, undamped oscilla-
tions in firing rate. At the start of the sample, the unit
was firing at 194 spikes/s. Over the next 3 min,
discharge fell gradually to 33 spikes/s and remained
at G55 spikes/s for another 3 min. Discharge then
began increasing more rapidly, reaching almost 280
spikes/s in slightly under 4 min. Having reached this
peak, the unit went through another 1 1/2 cycles of
activity over the next 20 min. Based on the interval
between the two excitatory peaks or the three in-
hibitory troughs, the oscillation period was 670 s.
A second unit (A2) showed four cycles in which the
rate varied between 0 and nearly 100 spikes/s; the
period averaged 560 s. Finally, for unit A3, there was
a single cycle in which the rate varied between 0 and
300 spikes/s followed by several smaller, periodic
fluctuations.

As illustrated in Figure 3B, large fluctuations were
not seen in regular units in decerebrate preparations
(B2) or in any units, irregular or otherwise, in anes-
thetized preparations (B3). Differences between reg-
ular and irregular units are illustrated by B1 and B2,

recorded consecutively in the same decerebrate prep-
aration. B1, an irregular unit, showed a large fluc-
tuation between 170 and 0 spikes/s, followed by
smaller fluctuations with periods of 750–850 s. B2, a
regular unit, was recorded next and only showed a
small increase in rate correlated with an inadvertent
3.5-C increase in body temperature (35–38.5-C).

Could the large fluctuations in discharge be a
result of injury? Several observations suggest that this
was not the case. (1) Units could show large rate fluc-
tuations without any change in the size and shape
of their spikes or any other signs of injury, includ-
ing action potentials of large size or with notches
in their waveforms. (2) Unlike the abrupt increase
in discharge during injury, the increases observed
during fluctuations are gradual, taking several min-
utes. (3) In our experience, injury is never associated
with periodic changes in firing rate. (4) There is no
reason to suspect that injury would be more common
in decerebrate animals or in irregular units.

Variables influencing fluctuations

Variations in discharge rate depended on discharge
regularity (cv*), on the type of preparation (anesthe-
tized, decerebrate, nerve cut) and the degree to
which the unit was subject to efferent control (eff).
The latter was measured by the type III rotational
responses obtained in a null position averaged for
both CW and CCW rotations (see Methods; Fig. 1).
We chose 5 min as the minimal sampling time
because it is roughly half a cycle of the periodic
fluctuations observed in units held for longer times
(Fig. 3). In addition, a regression analysis showed
that longer holding times were not clearly associated
with larger fluctuations.

Figure 4 shows the minimal and maximal back-
ground rates, plotted against cv*, for units in anes-
thetized (Fig. 4A) and decerebrate preparations
(Fig. 4B). Regular units (cv* G 0.05) show only small
fluctuations. Intermediate and irregular units show
larger fluctuations than regular units. This is true in
both decerebrate and anesthetized preparations.
Results are summarized in Table 1. For regular units,
fluctuations are similar in anesthetized and decere-
brate preparations. Mean fluctuation averages are
about 2.5� larger in intermediate units from decere-
brates as compared to anesthetized animals, and
about 5� larger in irregular units from decerebrates.
The last difference is statistically significant (t-test,
unequal variances, p G 0.001).

Table 1 also includes data pertaining to average
background rates. As is usually the case in anesthe-
tized animals (Baird et al. 1988; Lysakowski et al.
1995), such rates are lower for irregular than for
regular units (p G 0.001). Rates for regular and

FIG. 3. (A) Large fluctuations in background discharge of three
irregular units in decerebrate animals. Each data point is the average
rate over 4–8 s. (A1) OTO unit (cv* = 0.42). (A2) OTO unit (cv* =
0.32). (A3) HC unit (cv* = 0.24). (B) illustrates the different behaviors
of an irregular HC unit (cv* = 0.27) (B1) and a regular SC unit (cv* =
0.020) (B2) recorded consecutively in a decerebrate animal and of
an irregular HC unit (cv* = 0.20) (B3) from an anesthetized animal.
Only B1 shows large fluctuations.
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intermediate units are similar in anesthetized and
decerebrate animals, but those for irregular units are
considerably higher in decerebrates (p GG 0.001). As
the latter difference may be confounded because of
large fluctuations, we did a separate tabulation for
units with relatively small fluctuations (G20 spikes/s);
there was still a large and statistically significant
difference in the irregular discharge rates between
the two kinds of preparations (p G 0.02). This was so

even though the mean fluctuations for the two
groups were now matched.

To assess the roles of discharge regularity and effer-
ent control, we plotted the fluctuation range (fluc)
against cv* (Fig. 5A) and against eff, the size of type
III, efferent-mediated rotational responses (Fig. 5B).
Because we observed that the latter responses were
attenuated when the background rate approached
zero or became very high, we only studied responses

Background rate and fluctuations, decerebrate and anesthetized animals

Unit type

Decerebrate Anesthetized

n cv*
Average rate

(spikes/s)
Fluctuations

(spikes/s) n cv*
Average rate

(spikes/s)
Fluctuations

(spikes/s)

Regular 62 0.033 T 0.001 60.8 T 2.0 5.4 T 0.5 47 0.034 T 0.001 53.6 T 2.3 4.9 T 0.6
(61) (0.033 T 0.001) (60.7 T 2.0) (5.1 T 0.4)

Intermediate 30 0.10 T 0.007 50.3 T 4.6 25.0 T 7.7 22 0.10 T 0.01 52.3 T 4.8 10.7 T 2.0
(23) (0.097 T 0.009) (46.5 T 4.3) (9.6 T 1.0) (19) (0.10 T 0.01) (51.0 T 5.3) (7.4 T 0.8)

Irregular 34 0.40 T 0.032 73.2 T 8.1 79.8 T 16.7 47 0.32 T 0.015 27.7 T 2.8 14.6 T 1.2
(11) (0.40 T 0.037) (58.3 T 12.9) (9.3 T 1.2) (34) (0.32 T 0.019) (23.0 T 2.7) (10.4 T 0.7)

n, number of units. All other values, mean T SEM. When there are two entries, the top row includes all units, whereas bottom row (in parentheses) is confined to
units with peak-to-peak fluctuations G20 spikes/s. Average rate determined in upright (zero-tilt) position in samples lasting 95 min. Fluctuations were the difference
between the maximum and minimum rates over the sampling period.

TABLE 1

FIG. 4. Fluctuations in background rate versus discharge regularity
(cv*) are shown for units in anesthetized (A) and decerebrate (B)
preparations. (C) Similar data in decerebrate preparations after
vestibular nerve section. Each point marks the minimal rate seen in

a sample period lasting at least 5 min. The vertical line marks the
maximal rate in the same unit. Rates were averaged over 4–8 s. KEY:
HC, horizontal canal; SC, superior canals; OTO, otolith.
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when the background was between 10 and 70
spikes/s, and only included trials when the back-
ground discharge, measured before and after the
rotation, was stable. Relations were studied in both
anesthetized ()) and decerebrate (&) preparations
and were plotted in double-logarithmic coordinates.
Linear regressions were performed on log-trans-
formed variables. To account for the covariation
between cv* and eff (Fig. 5C), we used multiple
regressions, fluc = a*cvb1effb2, again based on linear
regressions of log-transformed variables. Regression
coefficients were a = 0.92, b1 = 0.66 T 0.18 (p G 0.001),
b2 = 0.92 T 0.26 (p G 0.01) (decerebrate), and a = 3.4,
b1 = 0.53 T 0.10 (p GG 0.001), b2 = �0.04 T 0.22 (p 9
0.5) (anesthetized). We conclude that both cv* and
eff provide independent sources of rate fluctuations
in decerebrates, whereas only cv* contributes to such
fluctuations in anesthetized preparations. Further-
more, the cv* contributions are similar in the two
kinds of preparations.

There are two potential sources of the cv* contri-
bution: (1) renewal theory predicts that the sampling
variance in the estimated firing rate should increase
as discharge becomes more irregular (Cox 1962); (2)
fluctuations in discharge rate should become larger
in irregular units, reflecting the larger sensitivity of
their postsynaptic spike encoders to nonstationary
variations in depolarizing inputs (Goldberg et al.
1984; Smith and Goldberg 1986).

Controls

From the results of the last section, we can conclude
that efferents make a substantial contribution to the

fluctuations seen in irregular units from decerebrate
preparations. To substantiate the conclusion, affer-
ents were recorded in five decerebrate preparations
prior to and following severance of the vestibular
nerve proximal to the recording microelectrode.
After encountering at least one unit with a large
(930 spikes/s) variation in background discharge,
the nerve was cut. Units, including irregular units,
recorded following the cut did not have large
fluctuations in background discharge (Fig. 4C).

We were concerned that rate fluctuations might
reflect alterations in the physiological condition of
the preparation. Several considerations indicated
that this was unlikely. In our preparations, as soon
as an animal begins to deteriorate, as evidenced by
labored breathing and erratic heart rate, it continues
to do so. This holds true in both decerebrate and
anesthetized preparations. Furthermore, deteriora-
tion affects the background discharge of both regular
and irregular units. Hence, it would be difficult to
explain the presence of periodic fluctuations and
why such fluctuations of large magnitude are con-
fined to intermediate and irregular units in decere-
brates. Another argument against deterioration is
that fluctuating, irregular units can be observed
several hours before experimental termination and
can be followed by regular, nonfluctuating units.

Despite these considerations, we thought it desir-
able to monitor blood pressure and heart rate during
rate fluctuations. Figure 6 shows one of three ex-
amples of an irregular unit in a decerebrate animal
where we were able to verify that there were large
fluctuations in discharge rate unaccompanied by
changes in vital signs.

FIG. 5. Relations between fluctuations in background discharge,
type III rotational responses, and the coefficient of variation (cv*).
Type III responses were averaged for CW and CCW rotations during
the 2-s plateaus of velocity trapezoids to 320-/s (see Fig. 1C).

Fluctuations were the range of background rates observed over a
sampling period of Q5 min (see Figs. 4A, B). Data are shown for
anesthetized and decerebrate preparations (see KEY). Regressions are
linear fits to logarithmically transformed variables.
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A theoretical model

Although large fluctuations in background discharge
have not been previously reported, they might be
expected from the interconnections between afferent
and efferent neurons. This is shown with a model
intended to define the minimal requirements for
fluctuations. As is well known, three elements are
needed to produce stable, limit-cycle oscillations
(Strogatz 1994; Wilson 1999). The first is recurrent
excitation or positive feedback. Second, negative
feedback is needed to return the system from asym-
ptotically stable extremes. Third, the system has to be
nonlinear to prevent unstable trajectories from be-
coming unbounded.

The structure of the model is defined in Methods
(Eqs. 1–4) and illustrated in Figure 2. Previous
studies have provided evidence that EVS in mammals
includes positive feedback loops: vestibular nerve
afferents excite EVS neurons, which in turn excite

the afferents (Plotnik et al. 2002). Negative feedback
is provided by adaptation, which has been observed
in the afferent response to long-duration rotations
(Goldberg and Fernández 1971) and to repetitive
electrical stimulation of the EVS (Goldberg and
Fernández 1980; McCue and Guinan 1994; Marlinski
et al. 2004). To keep the model simple, adaptation is
confined to afferents. A nonlinearity is introduced in
the relation between afferent input and discharge
(Eq. 1). Excitatory rate-intensity functions imply that
excitatory responses are linear for small inputs, but
saturate for large inputs (Plotnik et al. 1999; Brichta
and Goldberg 2000). Although inhibitory rate-inten-
sity functions have not been studied in detail, we
assumed that the overall relation was an odd function
of excitatory (x) and inhibitory (�x) inputs. A second
nonlinearity, inhibitory silencing, although present
in the model, is not needed to produce fluctuations.
The model was used in three ways: (1) to determine
if the assumed structure could produce limit-cycle
behavior with periods much longer than the kinetics
of the individual processes; (2) to verify the roles of
efferent feedback, adaptation, and the afferent non-
linearity; and (3) to compare the efferent loop gains
needed in the model to produce large oscillations
with empirically estimated gains.

As illustrated in Figure 7, the model can produce
limit cycles. This is illustrated in Figure 7B, a phase
diagram of the efferent variable (z) versus the adap-
tation variable (y), including two individual trajecto-
ries (thin solid line) and the steady state or limit-cycle
orbit (thick solid line). All trajectories not starting at
the stationary point, {x, y, z} = 0, reach the limit cycle,
which in this case is traversed in a period of 9950 s.
This may be contrasted with the effective times con-

FIG. 7. Nonlinear, limit-cycle model illustrated in Figure 2 and
defined by Eqs. (1)–(4). x, y, and z: afferent excitation (x), outputs of
adaptation loop (gAy), and efferent loop (gEz), where gA and gE are
loop gains; X is response obtained from Eq. (1) with rMAX = x1/2 =
300 spikes/s. (A) X versus time when the minimum value of z, zMIN =
�50 (solid line), and �5 spikes/s (dashed line). (B) z versus x for two

individual trajectories with zMIN = �50 spikes/s (thin solid lines) and
corresponding limit cycle (thick solid line); limit cycle when zMIN =
�5 spikes/s (dashed line). Parameters: gE = 4, �E = 10 s, gA = 3, �A =
180 s. Initial conditions: {x, y, z} = {0, �1, �1} in A; {0, �25, �25}
and {0, 200, 200} for the individual trajectories in B.

FIG. 6. Monitoring heart rate and blood pressure, including
systolic and diastolic values, during fluctuations in background rate
of an irregular unit. There is no correlation between vital signs,
which are quite stable, and discharge rate, which varies between G5
and 960 spikes/s.
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stants, �A/(gA + 1) = 36 s and �E/(gE � 1) = 3.33 s.
In the preceding examples, we did not curtail
negative values of z, which reach zMIN = �50 spikes/
s (Fig. 7B). The result is that the efferent input to
M(x) is gEzMIN = �200 spikes/s, implying that the
potential efferent contribution to the resting dis-
charge is M(x) = �120 spikes/s, an unrealistic value.
In the following calculations, z was curtailed so that
gEzMIN = –20 spikes/s. This did not change the
qualitative features of the model, which still show
limit cycles of long duration (Fig. 7B, broken line).
As expected, curtailing negative values of z shortens
the silencing of discharge and the overall period,
which is now 790 s. Peak-to-peak fluctuations in X are
reduced by G5%, those in y and z by G30%.

The roles of efferent feedback, adaptation and the
afferent nonlinearity are depicted in Figure 8A–D.
With all three processes present, the model shows
limit cycles (Fig. 8A). In the absence of adaptation,
discharge does not oscillate, but reaches an asymp-
totic value (Fig. 8B). Adaptation, in the absence of
efferent feedback, results in an exponential decline

in the afferent response to a step input (Fig. 8C).
There is one stationary point in the model. Un-
damped oscillations are produced as long as this
point is unstable, but to prevent the rate from

FIG. 8. Limit-cycle model. (A) Full model; parameters: gE = 3, �E = 10 s, gA = 3, �A = 180 s; afferent input, x Aff = 0; initial conditions: {x, y, z} =
{0, �1, �1}; rMAX = r1/2 = 300 spikes/s. The same parameters were used in B–H, except as noted. (B) gA = 0. (C) gE = 0; xAff = 1; {x, y, z} = 0. (D)
X = x. (E–H) gE, as stated.

FIG. 9. A bilaterally symmetric model of central efferent vestibular
pathways. Bold lines indicate a positive feedback loop. Labyrinth
(Lab) sends direct projections (3) to ipsilateral efferent group (e), and
indirect projections via the ipsilateral (1, 2) and contralateral (4)
vestibular nuclei (Vn). The Vn on the two sides are interconnected
by inhibitory fibers (5). All other connections are excitatory. Efferent
neurons to each labyrinth come from the ipsilateral (6) and
contralateral (7) efferent group.
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increasing indefinitely the instability must be coupled
to a saturating nonlinearity (Fig. 8D).

With other parameters fixed, the model’s behavior
is determined by the gain of the positive-feedback
loop (gE). For the model parameters illustrated in
Figure 8, as gE is lowered from 3 (Fig. 8E) to 1.5
(Fig. 8F), there are limit cycles whose amplitude
and period diminish. Between gE = 1.22 and 0.32,
discharge shows damped oscillations (Fig. 8G, H),
whereas below gE = 0.32, the response is overdamped
(not shown). These values can be compared to the
maximal values of gE deduced from efferent-mediated
type III responses to 320-/s head rotations. The
minimal afferent response to such rotations, based
on a minimal afferent gain of 0.2 spikes s�1/deg s�1

(Baird et al. 1988), is 64 spikes/s. In decerebrates,
the maximal type III response is 30 spikes/s,
(Plotnik et al. 2002) implying a maximal gE G 0.5,
smaller than the value needed to produce limit cy-
cles, let alone the large, slow limit cycles commonly
seen experimentally. As will be considered in Discus-
sion, there are several possible reasons for the ap-
parent discrepancy.

DISCUSSION

While recording from vestibular nerve afferents in
unanesthetized, decerebrate preparations, we en-
countered large, periodic fluctuations in the back-
ground discharge of irregular units. Evidence was
presented that the fluctuations did not stem from
injury or changes in vital signs. Confirmation that the
fluctuations are mediated by the efferent vestibular
system (EVS) was provided by the correlation be-
tween the magnitudes of the fluctuations observed in
individual afferents with the sizes of their efferent-
mediated, type III rotational responses. There are
other parallels between type III responses (Plotnik
et al. 2002) and the fluctuations. Both are attenuated
by anesthesia and both are abolished by vestibular
nerve section.

Although we had not anticipated the existence of
such fluctuations, they might have been expected
from the organization of the EVS as deduced from an
analysis of type III rotational responses (Plotnik et al.
2002). Figure 9 includes a positive feedback loop
involving feed-forward excitation from the labyrinth
to ipsilateral efferent neurons (2, 3) and feedback
excitation from the efferent neurons to the labyrinth
(6). The feed-forward pathway may involve a direct
projection from the vestibular nerve (3) and/or a
relay through the vestibular nuclei (1, 2).

Efferent pathways in mammals (Gacek and Lyon
1974; Warr 1975; Goldberg and Fernández 1980)

include both ipsilateral and contralateral projections
to the labyrinth with the contralateral projection
possibly being the larger of the two (Marco et al.
1993). The bilateral efferent projections (6, 7) could
easily account for much of the type III rotational
responses recorded from afferents. Type III re-
sponses could also arise where there are bilateral
excitatory inputs to the efferent neurons on one
side (4), as suggested by studies in lower verte-
brates (Precht et al. 1971; Blanks and Precht 1976;
Hartmann and Klinke 1980). There is a third ar-
rangement that could contribute to type III responses.
As seen after canal plugging, when the effects of
rotations can be confined to single canals, inhibitory
rotations can lead to an efferent-mediated excitation,
albeit one that is smaller than that produced by
excitatory rotations (Plotnik et al. 2002). Disinhibi-
tion provides a plausible mechanism for the con-
version of an afferent inhibitory input to an efferent
excitatory output. In Figure 9, disinhibition is de-
picted as involving inhibitory commissural pathways
(5).

A perusal of Figure 9 indicates that positive
feedback would involve both ipsilateral and con-
tralateral pathways. To see this, suppose there is
unilateral increase of afferent discharge because of
ipsilateral positive feedback. This should excite the
contralateral labyrinth by way of contralaterally
projecting efferent neurons. At that point, the con-
tralateral positive feedback loop should become
engaged and deliver excitation to the original laby-
rinth by way of crossing efferent neurons. In short,
the bilateral organization of efferent pathways should
result in efferent-mediated rotational responses and
spontaneous fluctuations that are both bilaterally
symmetric.

Nonlinear model

The model developed in this paper showed that a
positive feedback loop between afferent and efferent
neurons could give rise to large, limit-cycle fluctua-
tions in discharge provided that the loop had a
sufficiently high gain and was coupled to a negative
feedback loop (adaptation) and a saturating, non-
linear relation between the input to afferents and
their discharge. In part, because of the limited goals
of the modeling exercise, the model was kept sim-
ple. Another reason for keeping the model simple
was that the fluctuations resulted in temporal pat-
terns of efferent-mediated excitation, unlike those
previously encountered in responses to electrical
stimulation of the EVS (Goldberg and Fernández
1980; McCue and Guinan 1994; Marlinski et al. 2004)
or to rotations (Plotnik et al. 2002). In particular, the
slow onset and cessation of efferent excitation ob-
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served during spontaneous fluctuations made it im-
possible to decompose the responses into fast and
slow components.

Two issues raised by the model require discussion.
The first concerns stability. There is one fixed point
in the model, {x, y, z} = 0. Because the fixed point is
unstable, even infinitesimal displacements from it
give rise to large, periodic fluctuations. This seem-
ingly unnatural behavior could be eliminated where
the fixed point is surrounded by a stable region of
low gain. That such a region exists is suggested by ef-
ferent-mediated rotation responses, which are dispro-
portionately small for small rotation speeds (Plotnik
et al. 2002), as well as the concave–upward relation
between the amplitude of fast responses and shock
frequency (Goldberg and Fernández 1980; Marlinski
et al. 2004).

The second issue concerns the efferent loop gain,
gE. Large, periodic fluctuations require relatively
large loop gains, gE 9 1.5. Yet, the loop gain estimated
from efferent-mediated rotation responses cannot
be higher than 0.5, and is more likely to be closer
to 0.2. There are several factors that may contribute
to the discrepancy. Any rotation will engage only a
fraction of the afferents that provide either direct
or indirect inputs to efferent neurons. To take a spe-
cific example, rotation in the plane of any semicircu-
lar canal will affect about one-fifth of the afferents in
the vestibular nerve. Furthermore, although the af-
ferents on one side will be excited, those on the
other side will be inhibited. Although afferent in-
hibition becomes converted to efferent excitation,
the size of the latter is small, perhaps one-third of
that produced by afferent excitation (Plotnik et al.
2002). In contrast, efferent feedback might recruit
the afferents from all vestibular organs on both sides.
From these considerations, we can suppose that gE is
5–10� larger than the estimates based on type III
rotation responses.

There is a second factor that can also increase
the gain. Stability considerations suggested that
there is a concave–upward relation between affer-
ent input and gE. Actual efferent-mediated rotation
responses are consistent with a concave–upward re-
lation (Plotnik et al. 2002). It is important to note
that the magnitudes of the rotation responses used
to estimate gE are considerably smaller than the spon-
taneous fluctuations in discharge. Furthermore, the
increased discharge produced by rotations seldom
triggered the start of a large, periodic fluctuation.
These considerations suggest that gE during rotations
may seriously underestimate the gE responsible for
the larger fluctuations.

These arguments lack quantitative rigor because
we know so little about the profile of afferents pro-
viding input to efferent neurons, about the relative

contributions of fast and slow efferent components to
fluctuations, and about how afferents respond to the
crescendo of efferent discharge likely to occur during
fluctuations. At the same time, the arguments suggest
that the known facts are consistent with the as-
sumption that the fluctuations are based on positive
feedback.

Functional considerations

The model reinforces the conclusion that the large,
periodic fluctuations seen in irregular units reflect an
efferent positive feedback loop with a relatively large
gain. Although such fluctuations are to be expected
from the organization of efferent pathways, they are
likely to be artifacts of decerebration. Not only have
such fluctuations not been seen in alert, behaving
monkeys (Keller 1976; Louie and Kimm 1976;
Lisberger and Pavelko 1986), they would seem to be
inconsistent with the normal operation of the vestib-
ular system, because such large fluctuations would
have a devastating effect on postural and oculomotor
control. A simple explanation for the presence of
fluctuations in decerebrates, but not in intact prep-
arations, is that decerebration interrupts descending
inhibitory fibers that keep the efferent loop in check.
A postsynaptic inhibition could increase the stability
by lowering the resting discharge of efferent neurons,
their contribution to the resting discharge of affer-
ents, and the efferent loop gain, gE. As gE decreases,
the efferent time constant, �E, should increase and
this, too, will enhance stability. A second way of
making the system more stable would be to increase
the negative feedback resulting from the central ad-
aptation of efferent neurons. The two mechanisms
of preventing fluctuations are included in Figure 2.

Somewhat more puzzling is the fact such fluctua-
tions were not reported in previous papers in which
vestibular nerve activity was recorded in decerebrates
(Ezure et al. 1978, 1983; Perachio and Correia 1983).
We must emphasize that irregular units with large,
periodic fluctuations were a common occurrence in
our preparations. For whatever reason, such fluctua-
tions were either dismissed or absent in previous
studies. Concerning the first possibility, the first sev-
eral times we encountered such units we mistakenly
considered them to be injured. As an alternative, it
has to be supposed that gE was lower in the prep-
arations used by other groups. Finally, to appreciate
the oscillations requires that afferents be held for
several minutes.

If periodic fluctuations seem incompatible with
normal function, the steady-state increase in back-
ground discharge is consistent with the fact that
vestibular efferents in mammals exert exclusively ex-
citatory actions in the mammalian labyrinth (Gold-
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berg and Fernández 1980). As had previously been
reported in the gerbil (Perachio and Correia 1983),
we observed that the background discharge of irregu-
lar afferents obtained in unanesthetized, decerebrate
preparations is larger than that seen in anesthetized
animals. As anesthesia suppresses efferent responses
(Plotnik et al. 2002), the difference can be explained
as an efferent-mediated effect, as can the fact that the
effect is specifically targeted to irregular afferents.
Even if we only consider units with small fluctuations,
the effect is quite large, 30–40 spikes/s, amounting to
a more than doubling of the background discharge
of irregular afferents. The increase in background
discharge is three to four times larger than the av-
erage magnitude of the type III, efferent-mediated
rotational response in irregular afferents, again sug-
gesting that the rotational responses underestimate
the efferent loop gain.

Although we now know a good deal about the
peripheral actions of the EVS and about efferent-
mediated responses in decerebrate preparations, the
function of the EVS in intact, behaving animals
remains a mystery. It has been thought that efferent
neurons fire in anticipation of voluntary movement
(Russell 1971; Roberts and Russell 1972; Goldberg
and Fernández 1980; Highstein 1991). Such antici-
patory firing, which has been seen in fish (Roberts
and Russell 1972), has been supposed to suppress the
response of lateral line afferents to voluntary move-
ment by inhibiting hair cells (Russell 1971; Roberts
and Russell 1972). In the turtle, it was suggested that
efferent activation, by inhibiting some afferents and
exciting others, could switch end organs from a
postural to a volitional mode (Brichta and Goldberg
2000). In those animals in which afferents are excited
by efferent activation, anticipatory efferent firing
could minimize the inhibitory silencing of afferents
by increasing their background discharge (Goldberg
and Fernández 1980; Highstein 1991). But the
existence of an anticipatory increase in afferent
discharge is made doubtful by the results of Cullen
and Minor (2002), who found that active and passive
head movements had indistinguishable effects on
afferent discharge in alert, behaving monkeys.

The results of this and a previous paper (Plotnik
et al. 2002) do not lead to a single hypothesis about
efferent function in mammals. Rather, they suggest
an exploratory strategy to probe efferent function.
Specifically, it may be instructive to see how the
efferent-mediated responses of afferents seen in
decerebrate animals are expressed in behaving ani-
mals. Effects would include increases and fluctua-
tions in background activity, type III rotational
responses, and the ability of one labyrinth to in-
fluence the activity of the other labyrinth. Of par-
ticular interest is the role of positive feedback in

amplifying efferent actions. Perhaps the most striking
finding of the present paper is that large, efferent-
mediated responses can be obtained by some means
other than the high-frequency electrical stimulation
of efferent pathways.

At the same time, it has to be recognized that all of
these effects are targeted to irregular afferents.
Regular afferents show only small efferent-mediated
responses to electrical stimulation or head rotations;
their background activity is not decreased by anes-
thesia, nor do they show large fluctuations. These
negative findings are obtained although the periph-
eral zones of the neuroepithelium, where regular
afferents are located, receive a rich efferent innerva-
tion (Lysakowski and Goldberg 1997; Purcell and
Perachio 1997). The combination of a rich innerva-
tion and small responses emphasizes that the EVS
may have functions other than producing moment-
to-moment variations in afferent discharge.
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